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Chapterr  5 

Ann Analysis of Arithmetic Constraints 
onn Integer Intervals 

Inn this chapter we demonstrate how OpenSolver can be configured for solving 
arithmeticc constraints on variables with integer interval domains. We study a 
numberr of approaches to implement constraint propagation for these constraints. 
Too describe them we introduce integer interval arithmetic. Each approach is 
explainedd using appropriate proof rules that reduce the variable domains. 

Ourr goal is to determine which approach can be expected to give the best 
performance.. To this end, we compare them on a set of benchmark problems. 
Forr the most promising approach we provide results that characterize the effect 
off  constraint propagation. 

5.11 Introductio n 

5.1.11 Motivatio n 

Thee subject of arithmetic constraints on reals has attracted a great deal of at-
tentionn in the literature. In contrast, arithmetic constraints on integer intervals 
havee not been studied even though they are supported in a number of constraint 
programmingg systems. In fact, constraint propagation for them is present in 
ECI/PS6,, SICStus Prolog, GNU Prolog, ILOG Solver and undoubtedly most of 
thee systems that support constraint propagation for linear constraints on integer 
intervals.. Yet, in contrast to the case of linear constraints — see notably [HS03] 
—— we did not encounter in the literature any analysis of this form of constraint 
propagation. . 

InIn this chapter we study these constraints in a systematic way. It turns out 
thatt in contrast to linear constraints on integer intervals there are a number of 
naturall  approaches to constraint propagation for these constraints. 

Itt could be argued that since integer arithmetic is a special case of real arith-
metic,, specialized constraint propagation methods for integer arithmetic con-
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straintss are not needed. Indeed, a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) involving 
arithmeticc constraints on integer variables can be solved using any known method 
forr constraints on the reals, with additional constraints ensuring that the variables 
assumee only integer values. This was suggested in [B097] and implemented for 
examplee in RealPaver [Gra04b]. However, a dedicated study and implementation 
off  the integer case is beneficial for a number of reasons. 

 In some cases the knowledge that we are dealing with integers yields a 
strongerr propagation than the approach through the propagation for arith-
meticc constraints on the reals. 

 The indirect' approach through the reals is based on floating point numbers, 
whichh are of limited precision. With a library like GNU MP (Multipl e 
Precision,, [Gra04a]) arbitrary precision floating point numbers can be used. 
However,, for each problem the precision has to be chosen separately. 

Inn contrast, for integer variables, we can use arbitrary length integers. These 
aree limited only by available memory, and do not involve setting any pa-
rameters,, making this approach more flexible and natural. 

 Since arithmetic constraints on integer intervals are supported in a number 
off  constraint programming systems, it is natural to investigate in a system-
aticc way various approaches to their implementation. The direct approaches 
basedd on the integers are amenable for a clear theoretical analysis. In par-
ticular,, in Section 5.8 and Subsection 5.9.1 we provide the characterization 
resultss that clarify the effect of constraint propagation for the approach that 
emergedd in our studies as the fastest. 

Ann example that supports the first argument is the constraint x  y — z, where 
—33 < x < 3 , — 1 < J / < 1 , and 1 < z < 2. When all variables are integers, 
theree are no solutions having x — 3 or x = —3, and the constraint propagation 
methodss that we consider here wil l actually remove these values from the domain 
off  x. However, if these variables are considered to be reals, these values may 
nott be removed, and solving the integer problem through constraint propagation 
methodss for constraints on the reals may lead to a larger search space. 

Ass an indication that integer representation is not entirely a theoretical issue, 
considerr the following benchmark from [B097]. Find n integers xi,... ,xn, 1 < 
XiXi < n, verifying the conditions 

nn n n n 

x '̂ =X// n^=n*'  Xx -x2-'"- Xn' 
1 =11 1 = 1 1 = 1 1 = 1 

Forr n = 10 the initial maximum value of the left-hand side expression of the 
secondd constraint equals 1010. which exceeds 232. the number of values that can 
bee represented as 32-bit integers. For n = 16, there is already no signed integer 
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representationn of this bound in 64 bits. A small program written specifically for 
thiss benchmark indicates that on our machines, hardware integer operations are 
slightlyy faster than floating-point operations, and using arbitrary length integers 
costss less than a factor 4. 

5.1.22 Outlin e of the Chapter 

Inn the next section we define arithmetic constraints, and we relate our analysis to 
thee model of constraint solving of Section 2.3. The unifying tool in our analysis 
iss integer interval arithmetic that is modeled after the real interval arithmetic, 
seee e.g., [HJvEOl]. There are, however, essential differences since we deal with 
integerss instead of reals. For example, multiplication of two integer intervals 
doess not need to be an integer interval. In Section 5.3 we introduce the integer 
intervall  arithmetic and establish the basic results. Then in Section 5.4 we show 
thatt using integer interval arithmetic we can define succinctly the well-known 
constraintt propagation for linear constraints on integer intervals. 

Thee next three sections, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, form the main part of the chapter. 
Wee introduce there three approaches to constraint propagation for arithmetic 
constraintss on integer intervals. They differ in the way the constraints are treated: 
eitherr they are left intact, or the multiple occurrences of variables are eliminated, 
orr the constraints are decomposed into a set of atomic constraints. 

Thenn in Section 5.8 we characterize the effect of constraint propagation for 
thee last approach. In Section 5.9 we discuss in detail our implementation of the 
alternativee approaches, and in Section 5.10 we describe the experiments that were 
performedd to compare them. They indicate that an optimized version of the third 
approachh is superior to the other approaches. Finally, in Section 5.11 we provide 
thee conclusions. 

Thiss chapter is based on joint work with Krzysztof Apt. Preliminary results 
weree reported in [Apt03] and [AZ04]. 

5.22 Preliminaries 

5.2.11 Arithmeti c Constraints 

Too define the arithmetic constraints use the alphabet that comprises 

 variables, 

 two constants, 0 and 1, 

 the unary minus function symbol '—'. 

 three binary function symbols, '+V— and , all written in the infix nota-
tion. . 
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Byy an arithmetic expression we mean a term formed in this alphabet and 
byy an arithmetic constraint a formula of the form 

ss opt, 

wheree s and t are arithmetic expressions and op E { < , < , = ,7 ,̂ >, >}  For exam-
ple e 

xx55  y2  z' + 3x  y3  z5 < 10 + 4x4  y6  z2 - y2  xb  z4 (5.1) 

iss an arithmetic constraint. Here x5 is an abbreviation for x  x  x  x  x and 
similarlyy with the other expressions. If ' is not used in an arithmetic constraint, 
wee call it a linear constraint. 

Byy an extended arithmetic expression we mean a term formed in the 
abovee alphabet extended by the unary function symbols '." ' and '^ /7' for each 
nn > 1 and the binary function symbol ' / ' written in the infix notation. For 
example e 

</VV  ^4)/(* 2  «5) (5-2) 
iss an extended arithmetic expression. Here, unlike in (5.1), x5 is a term obtained 
byy applying the function symbol '.5' to the variable x. The extended arithmetic 
expressionss wil l be used only to define constraint propagation for the arithmetic 
constraints. . 

Fixx now some arbitrary linear ordering -< on the variables of the language. 
Byy a monomial we mean an integer or a term of the form 

wheree k > 0, X\,..., x  ̂ are different variables ordered w.r.t. -<, and a is a non-
zeroo integer and rt\,..., n  ̂ are positive integers. We call then x"1  . ..  x^k the 
powerpower product of this monomial. 

Next,, by a polynomial we mean a term of the form 

wheree n > 0, at most one monomial m̂  is an integer, and the power products 
off  the monomials mi,.. ..mn are pairwise different. Finally, by a polynomial 
constraintconstraint we mean an arithmetic constraint of the form s op b, where s is a 
polynomiall  with no monomial being an integer, op £ { < , < , = , 7 ,̂ >, > } , and b is 
ann integer. It is clear that by means of appropriate transformation rules we can 
transformm any arithmetic constraint to a polynomial constraint. For example, 
assumingg the ordering x -< y -< z on the variables, the arithmetic constraint (5.1) 
cann be transformed to the polynomial constraint 

2x55  y2  z4 - 4a:4  y6  z2 + 3x  y3  z5 < 10 

So,, without loss of generality, from now on we shall limi t our attention to the 
polynomiall  constraints. 
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5.2.22 Constraint Solving 
Inn this chapter, the arithmetic constraints are interpreted over elements of domain 
typee X. Recall from Section 2.2.4 that the domains in X are integer intervals, 
orr intervals for short, having the form 

[a..b] [a..b] 

wheree a and b are integers; [a..b] denotes the set of all integers between a and 6, 
includingg a and 6. If a > b, we call [a..b] the empty interval and denote it by 
0.. Further, by a range we mean an expression of the form 

xx e I 

wheree a; is a variable and I is an interval. 
Ass final domains we will be using [X\, containing all domains with a single 

integer.. In Sections 5.6 and 5.7 we will be rewriting CSPs to eliminate multi-
plee occurrences of variables, or to decompose constraints into atomic constraints. 
Thiss rewriting involves the introduction of new variables, and for these we will 
considerr all domains in X — {0}  as final domains. In other words, the new vari-
abless introduced by rewriting constraints are auxiliary variables. As a result, 
branchingg never takes place on these variables. This is justified in Section 5.6. 
Withh this information, an explicit reference to ECSPs is not necessary. Also, 
alll  approaches to solving arithmetic constraints considered in this chapter have 
thee property that if domains are singleton sets and the corresponding assignment 
off  values to variables is not a solution, a failure is deduced, so all solved forms 
correspondd to CSP solutions. 

Finally,, to conform our notation to that of [Apt03] and [AZ04], in this chapter 
wee describe constraint propagation by means of proof rules that act on CSPs 
andd preserve equivalence. An interested reader can consult [Apt98] or [Apt03] 
forr a precise explanation of this approach to describing constraint propagation. 
Inn general it allows the description of transformations of CSPs beyond those of 
Sectionn 2.3, but here we will consider only rules of the form 

(C(C ; xl e Di,...,xn e Dn) 
(C;(C; x1eD[,...,xneD'n) 

thatt modify the domain of a single variable Xj, and have D[ = Dt for i  ̂ j , and 
C'C' = C[D[,..., D'n], the new domain projected on the constraints. In presence of 
integerr interval domains, such rules correspond to domain reduction functions of 
signature e 

ƒƒ : Xn^X 
withh input scheme {1 , . . ., n) and output scheme (j), having 

f{Df{D ll,...,D,...,Dnn)) = E/j. 

AA CSP that is closed under application of such rules corresponds then to a com-
monn fixed point of (the domains extensions of) the corresponding DRFs. 
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5.33 Integer Set Arithmetic 
Too reason about the arithmetic constraints we employ a generalization of the 
arithmeticc operations to the sets of integers. Here and elsewhere 7Z denotes the 
sett of all integers. 

5.3.11 Definitions 

Forr X, Y sets of integers we define the following operations: 

 addition: 
XX + Y := {x + y \ x € X, y e Y}. 

 subtraction: 
XX -Y :={x-y\xeX,yeY}, 

 multiplication: 
X-YX-Y := {x-y \xeX,y£Y}, 

 division: 
X/YX/Y := {u e ZZ | 3x e X3y eYu-y = x}, 

 exponentiation: 
forr each natural number n > 0, 

XXnn := {xn | x e X } , 

 root extraction: 
forr each natural number n > 0, 

\/X:={xe7Z\/X:={xe7Z \xn ex}. 

Al ll  the operations except division are defined in the expected way. We shall 
returnn to it at the end of Section 5.7. At the moment it suffices to note the division 
operationn is defined for all sets of integers, including Y — 0 and Y = {0} . This 
divisionn operation corresponds to the following division operation on the sets of 
realss introduced in [Rat96]: 

XX 0 Y := {u e IR I 3x E X3y € Y u-y = x}. 

Forr an integer or a real number a and op E {+ .—.- . / . 0}  we identify aopX with 
{a}{a}  op X and X op a with X op {a}. 

Too present the rules we are interested in we shall also use the addition and 
divisionn operations on the sets of real numbers. Addition is defined in the same 
wayy as for the sets of integers, and division is defined above. In [HJvEOl] it 
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iss explained how to implement these operations on, possibly unbounded, real 
intervals. . 

Further,, given a set A of integers or reals, we define 

-A:={xGZZ\3aeAx<a}, -A:={xGZZ\3aeAx<a}, 

-A:=-A:=  {x<=ZZ\ 3aeAx>a}. 
Whenn limiting our attention to intervals of integers the following simple ob-

servationn is of importance. 

5.3-1.. NOTE. For X, Y integer intervals and a an integer the following holds: 

 X r\Y, X + Y,X — Y are integer intervals. 

 X/{a} is an integer interval. 

 X  Y does not have to be an integer interval, even if X = {a} or Y = {a}. 

 X/Y does not have to be an integer interval. 

 For each n > 1 Xn does not have to be an integer interval. 

 For odd n > 1 \f~X is an integer interval. 

 For even n > 1 \/X is an integer interval or a disjoint union of two integer 
intervals..

Forr example we have 
[2..4]]  + [3..8] = [5..12], 

[3..7]]  - [1-8] = [-5..6], 

[3..3]-[1..2]]  = {3,6} , 

[3..5]/[-1..2]]  - { -5, -4, -3,2,3.4,5}, 

[-3..5]/[-1..2]]  = Z, 

[1..2]22 = {1,4} , 

^[-30..100]]  = [-3..4], 

{/[-100..9]]  = [-3..3], 

{/[E9]]  = [-3..- l ]U[1..3]. 
Too deal with the problem that non-interval domains can be produced by some of 
thee operations we introduce the following operation on the sets of integers: 

int(X)) := I{X) 

Itt is the integer interval counterpart of the hull operation on floating-point inter-
vals,, introduced in Section 2.2.4, and has the property that 

.. , y, __ ƒ smallest integer interval containing X if X is finite, 
\\ 7Z otherwise. 

Forr example int([3..5]/[-1..2]) - [-5..5] and int([—3..5]/[—1..2]) - ZZ. 
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5.3.22 Implementation 

Too define constraint propagation for the arithmetic constraints on integer intervals 
wee shall use the integer set arithmetic, mainly limited to the integer intervals. 
Thiss brings us to the discussion of how to implement the introduced operations 
onn the integer intervals. Since we are only interested in maintaining the property 
thatt the sets remain integer intervals or the set of integers 7Z we shall clarify 
howw to implement the intersection, addition, subtraction and root extraction 
operationss of the integer intervals and the int(.) closure of the multiplication, 
divisionn and exponentiation operations on the integer intervals. The case when 
onee of the intervals is empty is easy to deal with. So we assume that we deal with 
non-emptyy intervals [a..b] and [c.d], i.e., a < b and c < d. 

Intersect ion,, addi t ion and subtract ion. It is easy to see that 

\a..b]\a..b] D \c..d] — [max(a,c)..min(6, d)], 

[a..b][a..b]  + [c.d] = [a + c .. b + d], 

[a..b][a..b]  — [c.d] = [a — d .. b — c]. 

Soo the interval intersection, addition, and subtraction are straightforward to im-
plement. . 

Roott  extract ion. The outcome of the root extraction operator applied to an 
integerr interval wil l be an integer interval or a disjoint union of two integer inter-
vals.. We shall explain in Section 5.5 why it is advantageous not to apply int(.) to 
thee outcome. This operator can be implemented by means of the following case 
analysis. . 

CaseCase 1. Suppose n is odd. Then 

CaseCase 2. Suppose n is even and b < 0. Then 

CaseCase 3. Suppose n is even and b > 0. Then 

VMM = [- [l^lj  - [l^l]l u [|ï^|] - [l^lj] 

wheree a+ :— max{0, a). 
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Multiplication .. For the remaining operations we only need to explain how to 
implementt the int(.) closure of the outcome. First note that 

int([a..6]]  [c.d]) = [min(j4)..max(j4)], 

wheree A = {a  c,a  d,b  c,b  d}. 
Usingg an appropriate case analysis we can actually compute the bounds of 

int([a..6]]  [c.d]) directly in terms of the bounds of the constituent intervals. 

Division.. In contrast, the int(.) closure of the interval division is not so straight-
forwardd to compute. The reason is that, as we shall see in a moment, we cannot 
expresss the result in terms of some simple operations on the interval bounds. 

Considerr non-empty integer intervals [a..b] and [c.d]. In analyzing the out-
comee of int([a..6]/[c..d]) we distinguish the following cases. 

CaseCase 1. Suppose 0 E [a..b] and 0 € [c.d]. 
Thenn by definition int([a..è]/[c..d]) — 2Z. For example, 

int([-1..100]/[-2..8])) = ZZ. 

CaseCase 2. Suppose 0 0 [a..b] and c = d = 0. 
Thenn by definition int([o..6]/[c..d]) = 0. For example, 

int([10..100]/[0..0])) = 0. 

CaseCase 3, Suppose 0 $? [a..b] and c < 0 and 0 < d. 
Itt is easy to see that then 

int([a..6]/[c..d])) = [-e..e], 

wheree e = max(|a|, \b\). For example, 

int([—100... - 10]/[-2..5]) - [-100..100]. 

CaseCase 4- Suppose 0 ^ [a..b] and either c — 0 and d / 0 or c ^ 0 and d = 0. 
Thenn int([a..6]/[c..d]) = \r\t([a..b]/{[c.d]  - {0})) . For example 

int([1..100]/[-7..0])) = int([1..100]/[-7.. - 1]). 

Thiss allows us to reduce this case to Case 5 below. 
CaseCase 5. Suppose 0 ^ [c.d]. 

Thiss is the only case when we need to compute int([o..6]/[c..d]) indirectly. 
First,, observe that we have 

\nt([a..b]/[c..d])\nt([a..b]/[c..d]) C [["min(j4)l .. [max(^l)J], 

wheree A — {a/c, a/d, b/c, b/d}. 
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However,, the equality does not need to hold here. Indeed, note for example 
thatt int([155..161]/[9..11]) = [16..16], whereas for A = {155/9,155/11,161/9, 
161/11}}  we have [min(^)] = 15 and [max{J4)J = 17. The problem is that the 
valuee 16 is obtained by dividing 160 by 10 and none of these two values is an 
intervall  bound. 

Thiss complication can be solved by preprocessing the interval [c.d] so that 
itss bounds are actual divisors of an element of [a..b]. First, we look for the least 
c'c' € [c.d] such that 3x E [a..b] 3u 6 2Z u-c' = x. Using a case analysis, the latter 
propertyy can be established without search. Suppose for example that a > 0 and 
cc > 0. In this case, if c'  \b/c'\ > a, then c' has the required property. Similarly, 
wee look for the largest d' € [c.d] for which an analogous condition holds. Now 
\nt{[a..b]/[c.d])\nt{[a..b]/[c.d])  = [\m\n{A)]..[max{A)\], where A = {a/c',a/d',b/c\b/d'}. 

Inn view of the auxiliary computation in case 0 ^ [c.d], we shall introduce in 
Sectionn 5.9 a modified division operation with a more direct implementation. 

Exponentiation.. The int(.) closure of the interval exponentiation is straight-
forwardd to implement by distinguishing the following cases. 

CaseCase 1. Suppose n is odd. Then 

\ut([a..b]\ut([a..b]nn)) = [an..bn]. 

CaseCase 2. Suppose n is even and 0 < a. Then 

int([a..b]n)) = [an..bn]. 

CaseCase 3. Suppose n is even and b < 0. Then 

int([a..&]n)) = [bn.. a"]. 

CaseCase 4' Suppose n is even and a < 0 and 0 < b. Then 

int([a..6]n)) = [0..max(an, bn)}. 

5.3.33 Correctness Lemma 

Givenn now an extended arithmetic expression s each variable of which ranges 
overr an integer interval, we define int(s) as the integer interval or the set 2Z 
obtainedd by systematically replacing each function symbol by the application of 
thee int(.) operation to the corresponding integer set operation. For example, for 
thee extended arithmetic expression s :— y/(y2  z4)/(x2  u5) of (5.2) we have 

int(s)) = int(</int(int(F2)  int(Z4))/int(int(X2)  int(Z75))), 

wheree we assume that x ranges over X, etc. 
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Thee discussion in the previous subsection shows how to compute int(s) given 
ann extended arithmetic expression 5 and the integer interval domains of its vari-
ables. . 

Thee following lemma is crucial for our considerations. It is a counterpart of the 
so-calledd 'Fundamental Theorem of Interval Arithmetic' established in [M0066]. 
Becausee we deal here with the integer domains an additional assumption is needed 
too establish the desired conclusion. 

5.3.2.. L E M M A ( C O R R E C T N E S S ). Let s be an extended arithmetic expression with 
thethe variables X\,.. .,xn. Assume that each variable X{ of s ranges over an integer 
intervalinterval X{. Choose ai 6 Xi for i E [l..n]  and denote by s(ai,.. . ,an) the result 
ofof replacing in s each occurrence of a variable Xi by ai. 

SupposeSuppose that each subexpression of s(a\,..., an) evaluates to an integer. Then 
thethe result of evaluating s(a\,.. . ,an) is an element of int(s). 

Proof.. The proof follows by a straightforward induction on the structure of 5. 
D D 

5.44 An Intermezzo: Constraint Propagation for 
Linearr Constraints 

Evenn though we focus here on arithmetic constraints on integer intervals, it is 
helpfull  to realize that the integer interval arithmetic is also useful to define in a 
succinctt way the well-known rules for constraint propagation for linear constraints 
(studiedd in detail in [HS03]). To this end consider first a constraint £f=1aj -x, — b, 
wheree n > 0, Oi , . . ., an are non-zero integers, Xi , . . . , i „  are different variables, 
andd b is an integer. To reason about it we can use the following rule parametrized 
byy j € [l..n]: 

LINEARLINEAR EQUALITY 

{SjLifl jj  xt = b ; xi e Di,.  .,xn e Dn) 

(T%(T%=1=1aiai -Xi = b  xieD'1,...,xne D'n) 

where e 

 for i 7̂  j 

D\D\ :=  Di. 

DD'j'j  :=  DJ n i n t ( ( & - £i6[i..n]-{j}a j  Xi)/aA. 
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Notee that by virtue of Note 5.3.1 

D'jD'j  = Dj D(b- Eie[i.,n]_{ j } int(ai  A ) ) / Ö J-

Too see that this rule preserves equivalence, first note that taking the intersec-
tionn implies D' C Dj, i.e., the domain is not extended by application of the rule. 
Further,, suppose that for some d\ £ D\,..., dn € Dn we have £"=1a.j  di — b. 
Thenn for j 6 [l..n] we have 

djdj = (b — Sie[i.. n]_{ :7}ai  di)[aj 

whichh by the Correctness Lemma 5.3.2 implies that 

dd33 € 'mt((b - Sie[i..n]_{j}a i  xl)/a}y 

i.e.,, dj e Dj. 
Next,, consider a constraint S"=1ai  Xi < b, where a i , . . ., a„, x i , . . ., xn and & 

aree as above. To reason about it we can use the following rule parametrized by 
jj  e [l..n\: 

LINEARLINEAR INEQUALITY 

(S?=1Ott  Xj < b ; xiEDi,...,xne Dn) 

(E-LiOii  ^ < b ; xi e Z>i,..., xn e D'n) 

where e 

 for i T̂  j 

D'D' tt := A , 

£>j-- := Dj n (-int(& - Eie [L .n]_ { j } aI  x^/a^) 

Too see that this rule preserves equivalence, first note that D'j C Dj. Further, 
supposee that for some d\ 6 Di,..., dn 6 Dn we have £"=1aj  d{ < b. Then 
a.,a.,  dj < b — £jg[i..n]_{j-}a j  dj. By the Correctness Lemma 5.3.2 

&&  ~ Sie[l..n]-{j} ai ' d*  ^ ' n t ( ^ _ ^i£[l..n]-{j} ai ' xi), 

soo by definition 
<ij<ij  dj e- int(& - Si€[ ]..ri]_{j}a i  x,) 

andd consequently 
djdj € - int(& - SïG[i,. n]_{j}a i  X;) /aj 

Thiss implies that dj E Dj. 
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5.55 Constraint Propagation: First Approach 

Wee now move on to a discussion of constraint propagation for the arithmetic con-
straintss on integer intervals. The following example illustrates our first approach. 
Considerr the constraint 

xx33yy - x < 40 

andd the ranges x € [1..100] and y € [1..100]. We can rewrite it as 

xx < | y (40 + x)/y| (5.3) 

sincee x assumes integer values. The maximum value that the expression on the 
right-handd side can take is [^140J, so we conclude x < 5. By reusing (5.3), now 
withh the information that x € [1..5], we conclude that the maximum value the 
expressionn on the right-hand side of (5.3) can take is actually [v^iöj , from which 
itt follows that x < 3. 

InIn the case of y we can isolate it by rewriting the original constraint as y < 
33 + l/x2 from which it follows that y < 41, since by assumption x > 1. So we 

couldd reduce the domain of x to [1..3] and the domain of y to [1..41]. This interval 
reductionn is optimal, since x = 1, y — 41 and x = 3, y = 1 are both solutions to 
thee original constraint x^y — x < 40. 

Moree formally, we consider a polynomial constraint E^m^ = b where m > 0, 
noo monomial mi is an integer, the power products of the monomials are pairwise 
differentt and b is an integer. Suppose that X\,...,xn are its variables ordered 
w.r.t.. -<. 

Selectt a non-integer monomial mi and assume it is of the form 

a-yT-.-.-vT, a-yT-.-.-vT, 

.. .,yic are different variables ordered w.r.t. -<, a is a non-zero 
,, n/j are positive integers. So each yt variable equals to some 
,, xn}. Suppose that yp equals to Xj. We introduce the following 

POLYNOMIALPOLYNOMIAL EQUALITY 

mm=l=l mjmj =b; xiE Dx,...,xn e Dn) 
<£?= 1mi=6;; xx e D[,.. ,,xn e D'n) 

where e 

 for i T̂  j 
D[D[ := A , 

wheree k > 0, j/i , 
integerr and ni ,. 
variablee in {x\,.. 
prooff  rule: 
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and d 

D'jD'j  :=  int f Dj n y int ((6 - £!€ [1..m]_ { ,} m;)/s) 

7111 H p - l  n P +l Til . 

ss — a-y,1 p
,_l  yp

p
+ \ ...-yk

k. 

Too see that this rule preserves equivalence, first note that taking the inter-
sectionn implies D'j C Dj, i.e., the domain is not extended by application of the 
rule.. Next, choose some d\ E Di,...,dn E Dn. To simplify the notation, given 
ann extended arithmetic expression t denote by t' the result of evaluating t after 
eachh occurrence of a variable Xj is replaced by d,-. 

Supposee that E j ^m- = b. Then 

d"d"pp  $' = b- £,-e[i..m]-{i} m!-

soo by the Correctness Lemma 5.3.2 applied to b — Eje[i.,mj_{/}m ^ and to s 

d"d"pp e int(6 - EiG[1..m]_{ ,} m,)/int(s). 

Hence e 

djj  e y int(6-Si 6 [ 1. .m]_ { f }m i ) / int(5) 

andd consequently 

rfjrfj  G int f Dj n "yin t ((b - El € [ i ..m]_{ / } mJ)/s) J 

i.e.,, dj £ D'j. 

Notee that we do not apply int(.) to the outcome of the root extraction oper-
ation.. For even np this means that the second operand of the intersection can 
bee a union of two intervals, instead of a single interval. To see why this is de-
sirable,, consider the constraint x2 — y — 0 in the presence of ranges x e [0..10], 
yy € [25..100]. Using the int(.) closure of the root extraction we would not be able 
too update the lower bound of x to 5. 

Next,, consider a polynomial constraint E ^ m* < b. Below we adopt the 
assumptionss and notation used when defining the POLYNOMIAL EQUALITY 
rule.. To formulate the appropriate rule we stipulate that for the extended arith-
meticc expressions s and t 

mt(mt( f s)/t) := 5 Q n ^Q. 

withh Q = (- int(s))/ int(0-
Too reason about this constraint we use the following rule: 
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POLYNOMIALPOLYNOMIAL INEQUALITY 

(Y%(Y%=1=1mimi < b ; xl € D\,..., xn € Dn) 
<E?=1m**  <b;  Xl € D[,.. .,xn € Z^) 

where e 

 for % ^ j 
A''  == A, 

DJJ := int (DJD Y i n t (^(b- Eie[i..ro]_{ ,} mO/s) J 

Too prove that this rule preserves equivalence, first note that Z^ C £>j. Next, 
choosee some d\ e Di,...,dn € Dn- As above given an extended arithmetic 
expressionn t we denote by t' the result of evaluating t when each occurrence of a 
variablee J:, in t is replaced by d,. 

Supposee that Ej^mJ < b. Then 

d"pp  s' < b - Ei6[i..m]_{i}m' j. 

Byy the Correctness Lemma 5.3.2 

öö - Eie[i..m]_{/}m ,
i G int(6 - Eie[L.m]_{i }m i), 

soo by definition 
d"pp  s' G- int(6 - Ei€[i..m]-{i}mi) . 

Hencee by the definition of the division operation on the sets of integers 

d"pp 6- int(ft - EiG[1..m]_{i} mj)/int{s) 

Consequently y 
djdj e "y^ int (6- Eie[1..m]_wmj)/int(s) 

Thiss implies that dj €E Z^. 
Notee that the set -int(fc — Eie[i..m]_^}mt) appearing in the definition of Dj 

iss not an interval. So to properly implement this rule we need to extend the 
implementationn of the division operation discussed in Subsection 5.3.2 to the 
casee when the numerator is an extended interval. Our implementation takes care 
off  this. 

Inn an optimized version of this approach we simplify the fractions of two poly-
nomialss by splitting the division over addition and subtraction and by dividing 
outt common powers of variables and greatest common divisors of the constant 
factors.. Subsequently, fractions whose denominators have identical power prod-
uctss are added. We used this optimization in the initial example by simplifying 
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(40+x)/x(40+x)/x33 to 40/or3 + l /x 2. The reader may check that without this simplification 
stepp we can only deduce that y < 43. 

Too provide details of this optimization, given two monomials s and t, we 
denotee by 

[s/t] [s/t] 

thee result of performing this simplification operation on s and t. For example, 
[(22  x3  y)/(4  x2)]  equals (x  y)/2, whereas [(4  x3  y)J(2  y2) equals (2  x3)/y. 

Inn this approach we assume that the domains of the variables y\,.. .,2/p-i, 
yp +i ,,  -,yn of mi do not contain 0. (One can easily show that this restriction is 
necessaryy here). For a monomial s involving variables ranging over the integer 
intervalss that do not contain 0, the set int(s) either contains only positive numbers 
orr only negative numbers. In the first case we write sign(s) = + and in the second 
casee we write sign(s) — —. 

Thee new domain of the variable x3 in the POLYNOMIAL INEQUALITY 
rulee is defined using two sequences m'Q...m'n and s'0...s'n of extended arithmetic 
expressionss such that 

m'm'QQ/s'/s'00 = [b/s] and rr^ijs'i — — [m^/s] for i E [l..m]. 

Lett S :— {s'{ | i 6 [0..m] — {I}}  and for an extended arithmetic expression t € S let 
ItIt  := {i  £ [0..m] — {/}  | s- — i). We denote then by pt the polynomial ^ i e / m-. 
Thee new domains are then defined by 

D'jD'j := int [Dj n V- 'nt(S t e5P*0«) ) 

iff  sign(s) = +, and by 

D'jD'j := int [p, H V- ' f r t (£*esP*0t) ) 

iff  sign(s) — —. Here the int(s) notation used in the Correctness Lemma 5.3.2 
iss extended to expressions involving the division operator 0 on real intervals in 
thee obvious way. We define the tnt(.) operator applied to a bounded set of real 
numbers,, as produced by the division and addition operators in the above two 
expressionss for D'j, to denote the smallest interval of real numbers containing that 
set. . 

5.66 Constraint Propagation: Second Approach 

Inn this approach we limi t our attention to a special type of polynomial constraints, 
namelyy the ones of the form s op b, where s is a polynomial in which each vari-
ablee occurs at most once and where b is an integer. We call such a constraint 
aa simple polynomial constraint. By introducing variables that are equated 
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withh appropriate monomials we can rewrite any polynomial constraint into a se-
quencee of simple polynomial constraints. We apply then to the simple polynomial 
constraintss the rules introduced in the previous section. 

Too see that the restriction to simple polynomial constraints can make a dif-
ferencee consider the constraint 

lOOxx  y - lOy  z = 212 

inn presence of the ranges x,y,z E [1..9]. We rewrite it into the sequence 

uu = x-y, v = y-z, lOOw - 10i> = 212, 

wheree u,v are new variables, each with the domain [1..81]. 

Itt is easy to check that the POLYNOMIAL EQUALITY rule introduced in the 
previouss section does not yield any domain reduction when applied to the original 
constraintt lOOz  y — lOy  z = 212. In presence of the discussed optimization the 
domainn of x gets reduced to [1..3]. 

However,, if we repeatedly apply the POLYNOMIAL EQUALITY rule to the 
simplee polynomial constraint lOOu - 10f = 212, we eventually reduce the domain 
off  u to the empty set (since this constraint has no integer solution in the ranges 
u,u, v e [1..81]) and consequently can conclude that the original constraint 100a:
yy ~ lOy  z = 212 has no solution in the ranges x,y,z e [1..9], without performing 
anyy search. 

Thee integer interval domains of the introduced variables are fully determined 
byy the integer interval domains of the original variables. For this reason, no 
branchingg on these variables is needed: when the domains of the original variables 
aree reduced to singleton sets, the domains of the introduced variables will be 
singletonn sets as well. It is not efficient to branch on the new variables either. 
Considerr for example that we have problem variables x, y 6 [1.10], with a variable 
uu £ [1..100] introduced to represent their product u = x-y. If the domain of u is 
bisected,, two branches are created in which the domains of the problem variables 
xx and y have an overlap after propagation of the constraint u = x  y: 

leftt branch: right branch: 
uu € [1..50] u £ [51. .100] 
xx e [1..10] x e [6..io] 
yy e [1-10] y e [6..10] 

Thiss overlap can lead to a larger search space, so branching on the introduced 
variabless should be avoided. For the search process, such variables can be con-
sideredd auxiliary variables, as introduced in Section 2.2.5. 
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5.77 Constraint Propagation: Third Approach 
InIn this approach we focus on a small set of 'atomic' arithmetic constraints. We 
calll  an arithmetic constraint atomic if it is in one of the following two forms: 

 a linear constraint, 

 x  y — z. 

Itt is easy to see that using appropriate transformation rules involving auxiliary 
variabless we can transform any arithmetic constraint into a sequence of atomic 
arithmeticc constraints. In this transformation, as in the second approach, the 
auxiliaryy variables are equated with monomials so we can easily compute their 
domains. . 

Thee transformation to atomic constraints can strengthen the reduction. Con-
siderr for example the constraint 

u-x-y+lu-x-y+l — v-x-y 

andd ranges u 6 [1..2], v € [3..4], and x,y e [1..4]. The first approach without 
optimizationn and the second approach cannot find a solution without search. If, 
ass a first step in transforming this constraint into a linear constraint, we introduce 
ann auxiliary variable w to replace x  y, we are effectively solving the constraint 

u-wu-w + 1 = v  w 

withh the additional range w € [1..16], resulting in only one duplicate occurrence 
off  a variable instead of two. With variable w introduced (or using the optimized 
versionn of the first approach) constraint propagation alone finds the solution u = 
2,, v — 3, x = 1, y — 1. 

Wee explained already in Section 5.4 how to reason about linear constraints. 
(Wee omitted there the treatment of the disequalities which is routine.) Next, we 
focuss on the reasoning for the multiplication constraint x  y = z in presence of 
thee non-empty ranges x e Dx, y e Dy and z G Dz. To this end we introduce the 
followingg three domain reduction rules: 

MULTIPLICATIONMULTIPLICATION 1 

(x-y(x-y = z ; x e Dx,y £ Dyiz e Dz) 
(x(x  y = z ; x E DX:yeDy,zGDzn \nt{Dx  £>„)) 

MULTIPLICATIONMULTIPLICATION 2 

{x-y{x-y = z; x € Dx,y € Dy,z E Dz) 
(x-y(x-y = z: x£ DXH mt(Dz/Dy),y eDy,z<E Dz) 
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MULTIPLICATIONMULTIPLICATION 3 

{x{x -y = z ; x E Dx,y E Dy,z E Dz) 
(x(x  y = z ; l e ^ j / e D y n mt{Dz/Dx), z E Dz) 

Thee way we defined the multiplication and the division of the integer intervals 
ensuress that the MULTIPLICATION rules 1,2 and 3 are equivalence preserving. 
Considerr for example the MULTIPLICATION 2 rule. Take some a e Dx,b £ Dy 

andd c E Dz such that a  b = c. Then a £ {x E ZZ \ 3z E Dz3y E Dyx  y = z], 
soo a € DzJDy and a fortiori a e \t)t(Dz/Dy). Consequently a E Dx D int(jD^/JDy). 
Becausee we also have (Dx H \nt(Dz/Dy)) C Dx, this shows that the MULTIPLI-
CATIONCATION 2 rule is equivalence preserving. 

Thee following example from [Apt03] shows an interaction between all three 
MULTIPLICATIONMULTIPLICATION rules. 

5.7.1.. EXAMPLE. Consider the CSP 

{x-y{x-y = z; xE [1..20],j/€ [9.. 11], z E [155..161]). (5.4) 

Too facilitate the reading we underline the modified domains. An application 
off  the MULTIPLICATION 2 rule yields 

{x{x  y = z ; xE [16..16], y E [9.. 11], z E [155..161]) 

since,, as already noted in Subsection 5.3.2, [155..161]/[9..11]) = [16..16], and 
[1..20]nint([16..16])) = [16..16]. Applying now the MULTIPLICATION 3 rule we 
obtain n 

(x-y(x-y = z; xE [16..16], y E [10-10], z E [155..161]) 

sincee [155..161]/[16..16] = [10..10] and [9..11] D int([10..10]) - [10..10]. Next, by 
thee application of the MULTIPLICATION 1 rule we obtain 

(x-y(x-y = z; xE [16..16], y E [10..10], z E [160..160]) 

sincee [16..16]  [10..10] = [160..160] and [155..161] n int([160..160]) = [160..160]. 
Soo using all three multiplication rules we could solve the CSP (5.4).

Noww let us clarify why we did not define the division of the sets of integers Z 
andd Y by 

Z/YZ/Y := {z/y E ZZ \ y EY,z E Z,y  0} . 

Thee reason is that in that case for any set of integers Z we would have Z/{0} — 0. 
Consequently,, if we adopted this definition of the division of the integer intervals, 
thee resulting MULTIPLICATION 2 and 3 rules would not be equivalence pre-
servingg anymore. Indeed, consider the CSP 

(x-y(x-y = z : xE [-2..1], y E [0..0], z E [-8..10]). 
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Thenn we would have [-8..10]/[0..0] = 0 and consequently by the MULTIPLICA-
TIONTION 2 rule we could conclude 

{x-y{x-y = z\ i € 0 , i / 6 [0..0], z £ [-8..10]). 

Soo we reached an inconsistent CSP while the original CSP is consistent. 
Inn the remainder of the chapter we will also consider variants of this third 

approachh that allow squaring and exponentiation as atomic constraints. For this 
purposee we explain the reasoning for the constraint x — yn in presence of the 
non-emptyy ranges x £ Dx and y £ Dy, and for n > 1. To this end we introduce 
thee following two rules in which to maintain the property that the domains are 
intervalss we use the int(.) operation of Section 5.3: 

EXPONENTIATION EXPONENTIATION 

{x{x = yn ; x £Dx,y £ Dy) 
{x{x = yn ; x e Dxn\nt{D%),y £ Dy) 

ROOTROOT EXTRACTION 

{x{x = yn ; x£Dx,y£Dy) 

(x(x = yn ; x£ Dx,y£ int(D„  n \/T7x)) 

Too prove that these rules are equivalence preserving suppose that for some 
aa £ Dx and b £ Dy we have a — bn. Then a £ D™, so a e 'mt(Dy) and conse-
quentlyy a £ Dxf]  'mt(Dy). Also b £ </L\, so b £ Dy D \fL\, and consequently 
bb £ \nt(Dy D \fL\). The set intersection operation prevents the extension of the 
domains,, as usual. 

5.88 A Characterization of the MULTIPLICA-
TIONTION Rules 

Itt is useful to reflect on the effect of the proof rules used to achieve constraint 
propagation.. In this section, by way of example, we focus on the MULTIPLICA-
TIONTION rules and characterize their effect using the notion of bounds consistency 
off  [VHSD98]. Let us recall first the definition that we adopt here to the mul-
tiplicationn constraint. Given an integer interval [l..h]  we denote by [l,h]  the 
correspondingg real interval. 

5.8.1.. DEFINITION. The CSP (x  y = z ; x £ [l x..hx],y £ [l y..hy], z £ [l z..hz])  is 
calledd bounds consistent if 

 Va £ {lx, hx} 3b £ [l y, hy]  3c £ [l z,hz]  a-b = c. 
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 Vb G {ly,hy} 3a G [l x,hx]  Be € [h,hz]  a-b — c, 

 Vc € {lz, hz} 3a E [l x, hx]  3b G [l y, hy]  a  b = c.

Thenn we have the following result. 

5.8.2.. THEOREM (BOUNDS CONSISTENCY). Suppose a CSP (x  y = z ; x G 

DDxx,y,y G Dy,z G Dz) with integer interval domains is bounds consistent. Then it 
isis closed under the applications of the MULTIPLICATION 1, 2 and 3 rules. 

Proof.. See the Appendix. n 

Thee converse of the above result does not hold. Here is an example. Consider 
thee CSP 

(x-y(x-y = z ; z G [-2..1],yG [-3.. 10],z G [8..10]). 

Itt is not bounds consistent, since for y = — 3 no real values a G [—2,1] and 
cc G [8,10] exist such that a  (—3) = c. Indeed, it is easy to check that 

{y{y G IR | 3x € [-2,1] 3z G [8,10]x-y = z} = (-oo, -4] U [8, oo). 

However,, this CSP is closed (see Section 5.2.2) under the applications of the 
MULTIPLICATIONMULTIPLICATION 1, 2 and 3 rules since 

 [8..10] C int([-2..1]  [-3..10]), as int([-2..1]  [-3..10]) = [-20..10], 

 [-2..1] C int([8..10]/[-3..10]) as int([8..10]/[-3..10]) = [-10..10], and 

 [-3..10] C int([8..10]/[-2..1]) as int([8..10]/[-2..1]) = [-10..10]. 

Thee following result clarifies that this example identifies the only cause of 
discrepancyy between the closure under the MULTIPLICATION rules and bound 
consistency.. Here, given an integer interval D := [l..h]  we define 

{D){D)  := {xe 2Z | I <x < h}. 

5.8.3.. THEOREM (BOUNDS CONSISTENCY 2). Consider a CSP <f>  := (x  y = 
zz ; x G Dx,y G Dy,z 6 Dz) with non-empty integer interval domains and such 
that that 

00 G (Dx) n {Dv} implies 0 G Dz. (5.5) 

SupposeSuppose 4> is closed under the applications of the MULTIPLICATION i, 2, and 
33 rules. Then it is bounds consistent. 

Proof.. See the Appendix.

Lett us mention here that to deal with the constraint x  y — z in [SS01] similar 
ruless to our MULTIPLICATION rules were proposed. These rules were defined 
withoutt the use of interval arithmetic. The rules for the variables x and y are 
differentt and more complex (also from an implementation point of view) than our 
MULTIPLICATIONMULTIPLICATION rules 2 and 3. As a result they achieve bounds consistency 
forr the constraint x  y — z for arbitrary integer interval domains. 
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5.99 Implementation Details 

5.9.11 Weak Division 

Wee already mentioned in Section 5.3 that the division operation on the intervals 
doess not admit an efficient implementation. The reason is that the int(.) closure of 
thee interval division [a..è]/[c..d] requires an auxiliary computation in case when 
00 ^ [c.d]. The preprocessing of [c.d] becomes impractical for small intervals 
[a..b],[a..b], and large [c.d], occurring for example for the constraint FJiLi xt = f|"=1 i, 
off  the benchmark problem mentioned in Subsection 5.1.1. To remedy this problem 
wee have used in our implementation another division operation. We call it weak 
divisiondivision since it yields a larger set (and so is 'weaker'). This operation is defined 
ass follows: 

ff  [|"min(yl)l .. [tx\ax{A)\] if 0 £ [c.d], or 
[a..b][a..b]  : [c.d] := I 0 i [a..b] and 0 e {c. d} and c < d. 

yy [a..b]/[c..d] otherwise 

wheree A = {a/c'\a/d'\b/c\b/d'}, and [c'..d'] = [c.d] - {0} . 
Thenn int([a..6] : [c.d]) can be computed by a straightforward case analysis 

alreadyy used for int([a..6]/[c..d]) but now without any auxiliary computation. 
InIn particular, in our implementation we used the following counterparts of the 

MULTIPLICATIONMULTIPLICATION rules 2 and 3: 

MULTIPLICATIONMULTIPLICATION 2w 

(x-y(x-y = z; x e Dx,y 6 Dy.z e Dz) 
{x{x  y - z ; x e Dxn \nt(Dz : Dy), y e Dy,z € Dz) 

MULTIPLICATIONMULTIPLICATION 3w 

(x(x -y = z ; x E Dx,y e Dy,z € Dz) 
(x-y(x-y = z; x G Dx, y <E Dy H int(D2 : Dx),z 6 Dz) 

Inn the assumed framework based on constraint propagation and tree search, 
alll  domains become eventually singletons or empty sets. It can easily be verified 
thatt both division operations are then equal, i.e., [a..b] : [c.d] = \a..b]l[c..d]. for 
aa > b and c > d. For this reason, we can safely replace any of the reduction rules 
introducedd in this chapter, notably POLYNOMIAL EQUALITY. POLYNOMIAL 
INEQUALITY,INEQUALITY, and MULTIPLICATION 2 and 3, by their counterparts based 
onn the weak division. For the MULTIPLICATION rules specifically, the follow-
ingg theorem states that both sets of rules actually achieve the same constraint 
propagation. . 
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5.9.1.. THEOREM {MULTIPLICATION). A CSP (x  y = z ; x <E Dx,y € 
DDyy,, z € Dz) with integer interval domains is closed under the applications of 
thethe MULTIPLICATION 1, 2 and 3 rules iff it is closed under the applications of 
thethe MULTIPLICATION 1, 2w and 3w rules. 

Proof.. See the Appendix. D 

Lett us clarify now the relation between the MULTIPLICATION rules and the 
correspondingg rules based on real interval arithmetic coupled with the rounding 
off  the resulting real intervals inwards to the largest integer intervals. The CSP 
(x(x  y = z ; x £ [—3..3],y € [—1..1], z € [1.-2]), which we already discussed in the 
introduction,, shows that these approaches yield different results. Indeed, using 
thee MULTIPLICATION rule 2 we can reduce the domain of x to [-2..2], while 
thee second approach yields no reduction. 

Onn the other hand, the applications of the MULTIPLICATION rules 2w 
andd 3w to (x  y = z ; i £ Dx,y £ Dy,z G Dz) such that \x\t{Dz : Dx) ^ 
\v\t(D\v\t(Dzz(D(Dxx)) and int(£>2 : Dy) ^ \v\t{Dz/Dy) (so in cases when the use of the 
weakk interval division differs from the use of the interval division) do coincide 
withh the just discussed approach based on real interval arithmetic and inward 
rounding.. This is a consequence of the way the multiplication and division of the 
reall  intervals are defined, see [HJvEOl]. We did not implement these instances of 
thee MULTIPLICATION rules 2w and 3w through a detour via the rules for real 
intervalss for the reasons explained in the introduction. 

5.9.22 Implementation 

Constraintt Propagation 

Integerr intervals in OpenSolver are implemented by the Integer-Interval domain 
typee plug-in. This plug-in, and the interval arithmetic operations on it are built 
usingg the mpz type of the GNU MP library [Gra04a], which supports arbitrary 
precisionn (or rather arbitrary length) integers. Domains of type Integer lnterval 
consistt of an indication of the type of the set (bounded, unbounded, left/right-
bounded,, or empty), and the appropriate number (0, 1, or 2) of bounds. 

Left-boundedd and right-bounded sets have the respective forms {x € ZZ \ x > 
1}1} and {x € ZZ \ x < h}, which are not integer intervals. Therefore, instead 
off  X, Integer lnterval is a (rather crude) implementation of the domain type 
containingg all sets [L.h], with l,h € Z U {—oc, CXD}, where Z is a finite subset of 
ZZZZ containing all integers that can be represented on a particular machine, using 
typee mpz. 

Thee reduction rules are implemented by a plug-in IIARule (Integer Interval 
Arithmeticc Rule). Its specifier string has the form 

x"pp  (s) op q, 
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wheree op € {<,—} , s is a monomial, and q is a polynomial. When the domain of 
aa variable in s or p is modified, IIARul e wil l set the domain Dj of Xj to 

int(Z?j-nn ny/'int(q/s)) 

iff  op is the symbol =, or to 

mt(Djmt(Dj H nV\nt(Hq/8))) 

iff  op is the symbol <. With q set to & —£je[i..m]_{j}TO j this implements the POLY-
NOMIALNOMIAL EQUALITY and POLYNOMIAL INEQUALITY rules of Section 5.5, 
off  which all other rules are instances. 

Ass an example of its use in a solver configuration, the following three operators 
implementt the constraint x3y — x < 40. 

DRFF IIARule {  x"3 * (l*y ) <= l* x + 40 } ; 
DRFF IIARule {!y~ l * (l*x~3) <= l* x + 40 } ; 
DRFF IIARule {  x" l * (-1) <= -l*x"3* y + 40 } ; 

Thee ! prefix in the second specifier string activates the optimization described 
att the end of Section 5.5, which entails that common power products in s and 
qq are eliminated. This cannot be implemented as a preprocessing stage, because 
IIARul ee needs to know the full monomial s, so that it can select the appropriate 
casee for sign (s). 

Schedul ingg Reduct ion Operators 

Forr the second and third approach, we make use of the scheduling facilities of 
thee operator-based scheduler, described in Section 4.1.1. We distinguish user 
constraintsconstraints from the constraints that are introduced to define the values of 
auxiliaryy variables. Before considering for execution a DRF ƒ that is part of 
thee implementation of a user constraint, it is ensured that all auxiliary variables 
thatt ƒ relies on are updated. For this purpose, the indices of the DRFs that 
updatee these variables precede the index of ƒ in the schedule. If ƒ can change 
thee value of an auxiliary variable, its index is followed by the indices of the DRFs 
thatt propagate back these changes to the variables that define the value of this 
auxiliaryy variable. 

Ass an example, the following operators (prefixed by a sequence number that 
iss not part of the configuration) enforce the constraint lOOz  y — lOy  z — 212. 

0.. DRF IIARule {  aux_xy"l * (1) = x*y } ; 
1..  DRF IIARul e {  aux_yz~ l  *  (1 )  =  y* z } ; 
2..  DRF IIARul e {  x" l  *  Cy )  =  aux.x y } ; 
3..  DRF IIARul e {  y" l  *  (x )  =  aux_x y } ; 
4..  DRF IIARul e {  y" l  *  (z )  =  aux.y z } ; 
5..  DRF IIARul e • (  z" l  *  (y )  =  aux.y z } ; 
6..  DRF IIARul e {  aux_xy~ l  *  (100 )  =  10*aux_y z +  21 2 } ; 
7..  DRF IIARul e {  aux.yz' 1 *  (-10 )  =  -100*aux_x y +  21 2 } ; 
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Thee operators with sequence number 6 and 7 correspond to the user constraint. 
Operatorss 1, 2, and 3 constrain the auxiliary variable aux_xy to be equal to x  y, 
andd 0, 4, and 5 do the same for aux^yz and y  z. The following schedule is 
generatedd along with the decomposition. 

SCHEDULERR ChangeScheduler {  schedule = {  1 ,6 ,2 ,3 ,0 ,7 ,4 ,5 > } ; 

I tt specifies that in principle, operators 6 and 7 are applied in sequence, but 
operatorr 1 is considered before operator 6 in order that aux_xy, which appears 
inn the right-hand side expression for operator 6, is updated before operator 6 is 
applied.. If this modifies aux_yz, operators 2 and 3 wil l propagate this modification 
backk to x and y before operator 7 is applied. The example is artificial because 
withoutt other constraints on x and y, the "problem" could be solved entirely on 
thee auxiliary variables, and evaluation and back propagation would only have to 
bee applied once. 

Forr the third approach, there can be hierarchical dependencies between auxil-
iaryy variables. Much like the HC4 algorithm of [BGGP99] (see also Section 4.5), 
thee generated schedule specifies a bottom-up traversal of this hierarchy in a for-
wardd evaluation phase and a top-down traversal in a backward propagation phase 
beforee and after applying a DRF of a user constraint, respectively. In the for-
wardd evaluation phase, the DRFs that are executed correspond to the MUL-
TIPLICATIONTIPLICATION 1 and EXPONENTIATION rules. The DRFs of the backward 
propagationn phase correspond to the MULTIPLICATION 2 and 5, and ROOT 
EXTRACTIONEXTRACTION rules. It is easy to construct examples showing that the use of 
hierarchicall  schedules can be beneficial compared to cycling through the rules. 

Op t im i za t i on n 

Onee of our benchmark problems is an optimization problem, where we want to 
findd the assignment of values to decision variables that yields the optimal value for 
ann objective function. Our approach to optimization problems is to introduce a 
variablee for the outcome of an objective function, which can then be evaluated by 
constraintt propagation. An optimization operator (a particular form of reduction 
operator,, discussed in Section 3.2.2) then monitors this variable. It records the 
bestt value seen for any solution, and applies the dynamic constraint that new 
solutionss must improve on this value. 

Forr integer objective functions this is implemented by the Optimize reduction 
operator: : 

DRFF Optimiz e {  - x } ; 

It ss specifier string is the name of an I n teger I n t e r v al variable, prefixed with -
forr minimization, or + for maximization. If the objective function is composed of 
arithmeticc operations, it can be evaluated using the IIARul e reduction operator. 
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Thiss yields a particular form of branch-and-bound search (see for example 
[Dec03]).. Branch-and-bound algorithms maintain an estimation for the outcome 
off  the objective function in the subtree that is currently being explored. This 
estimationn is a bound for the outcome of the objective function: a lower bound 
forr minimization, and an upper bound for optimization. Based on this estimation, 
itt may be possible to conclude that a particular branch of the search tree will 
neverr be able to improve on the current best solution. Such subtrees can then 
bee pruned away. In our case the estimation is an interval that is guaranteed to 
containn the outcome of the objective function for any solutions that descend from 
thee current node of the search tree. 

Approaches s 

Thee proposed approaches were implemented by first rewriting arithmetic con-
straintss to polynomial constraints, and then to a sequence of DRFs that corre-
spondd with the rules of the approach used. We considered the following methods: 

l aa the first approach, discussed in Section 5.5; 

l bb the optimization of the first approach discussed at the end of Section 5.5 that 
involvess dividing out common powers of variables; 

2aa the second approach, discussed in Section 5.6. The conversion to simple 
polynomiall  constraints is implemented by introducing an auxiliary variable 
forr every nonlinear monomial. This procedure may introduce more auxiliary 
variabless than necessary; 

2bb an optimized version of approach 2a, where we stop introducing auxiliary 
variabless as soon as the constraints contain no more duplicate occurrences 
off  variables; 

3aa the third approach, discussed in Section 5.7, allowing only linear constraints 
andd multiplication as atomic constraints: 

3bb idem, but also allowing x — y2 as an atomic constraint: 

3cc idem, allowing x — yn for all n > 1 as an atomic constraint. 

Approachess 2 and 3 involve an extra rewrite step, where the auxiliary vari-
abless are introduced. The resulting CSP is then rewritten according to approach 
la.. During the first rewrite step the hierarchical relations between the auxiliary 
variabless are recorded and the schedules are generated as a part of the second 
rewritee step. For approaches 2b and 3 the question of which auxiliary variables 
too introduce is an optimization problem in itself. Some choices result in more 
auxiliaryy variables than others. We have not treated this issue as an optimization 
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problemm but relied on heuristics. For this reason we have to consider the possi-
bilityy that performance for these approaches can be further improved because in 
ourr experiments we used a suboptimal rewriting. The rewrite steps are executed 
byy an external program, called pcrewrite (polynomial constraint rewrite), that 
couldd serve as the interface between OpenSolver and a calculator front-end. 

5.100 Experiments 

5.10.11 Problems 

Inn our experiments we used the following benchmarks. 

Cubes.. The problem is to find all natural numbers n < 100000 that are a sum 
off  four different cubes, for example 

l 33 + 23 + 33 + 43 = 100. 

Thiss problem is modeled as follows1: 

{11 < xi, xi < x2 — 1, x2 < x3 — 1, rr3 < x4 - 1, x4 < n, 
x^x  ̂+ xl + xl + xl = n\ n G [1.. 100000], xux2,x3,x4 e 7Z) 

Opt.. We are interested in finding a solution to the constraint x3 + y2 = za in 
thee integer interval [1..100000] for which the value of 2x  y — z is maximal. 

Programm 3.1 on page 38 shows the OpenSolver configuration script for solving 
thiss problem according to approach 2a, which in this case is identical to that for 
approachh 3c. 

Fractions.. This problem is taken from [SS02]: find distinct nonzero digits such 
thatt the following equation holds: 

AA D G__ 
BCBC + EF + HI ~ 

Theree is a variable for each letter. The initial domains are [1..9]. To avoid 
symmetricc solutions an ordering is imposed: 

AA D G 
~BC~BC -E~F~H1 

lNotee that because the inequality constraints update only one bound, this works only because 
thee domain type implemented by In tege r ln te rval supports domains of the form {x G Z\x > 1} 
andd { / e Z | x < h}. with Z a finite subset of Z. For using domain type X we would have to 
providee initial bounds for x\, J-2, x$, and
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Alsoo two redundant constraints are added: 

3^ 2 11 and z§i^ 
Becausee division is not present in our arithmetic expressions, the above con-
straintss are multiplied by the denominators of the fractions to obtain arithmetic 
constraints.. Two representations for this problem were studied: 

fractionsfractions 1 in which five constraints are used: one equality and four inequal-
itiess for the ordering and the redundant constraints, 

fractions2,fractions2, used in [SS02], in which three auxiliary variables, BC, E F and 
HIHI ,, are introduced to simplify the arithmetic constraints: BC — 105 + C, 
EFEF = 10£ + F, and HI = 10H + I. 

Additionally,, in both representations, 36 disequalities A  ̂ B, A ^ C, .... H ^ I 
aree used. 

Kyoto.. The problem (from [DS95]) is to find the number n such that the al-
phanumericc equation 

K Y O T O O 
K Y O T O O 

++ K Y O T Q 
T O K Y O O 

hass a solution in the base-n number system. Our representation uses a variable 
forr each letter and one variable for the base number. The variables K and T may 
nott be zero. There is one large constraint for the addition, 6 disequalities K ^Y 
...... T  ̂ O and four constraints stating that the individual digits K,Y,0,T, 
aree smaller than the base number. To spend some CPU time, we searched base 
numberss 2.. 100. 

Sumprod.. This is the problem cited in Subsection 5.1.1, for n — 14. We use 
thee following representation: 

(Xii  + . .. + £„  = Ci + . . .+ C„, 
X\X\ . . .  Xn C\ . cn. 

x\x\ < x2, x2 < x3,..., xn_i < xn ; 
xxAA....,x....,xnn e [l..n], 
C]]  e{ l} ,c 2e{2},. . . ,cne{n} } 

Forr n = 14, the value of the expression fj" =1 { equals 14!, which exceeds 232, 
andd to avoid problems with the input of large numbers, we used bound variables 
Ci,.. .,, cn and constraint propagation to evaluate it. 
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5.10.22 Results 

Tabless 5.1 and 5.2 compare the proposed approaches on the problems defined 
inn the previous subsection. We used a chronological variable selection strategy 
andd a bisection branching, and in all experiments we searched for all solutions, 
traversingg the entire search tree by means of depth-first leftmost-first chronolog-
icall  backtracking. The first two columns of table 5.1 list the number of variables 
andd the DRFs that were used. Column nodes lists the size of the search tree, in-
cludingg failures and solutions. The next two columns list the number of times that 
aa DRF was executed, and the percentage of these activations that the domain of 
aa variable was actually modified. For the opt problem, the DRF that implements 
thee optimization is not counted, and its activation is not taken into account. The 
elapsedd times in the last column are the minimum times (in seconds) recorded 
forr 5 runs on a 1200 MHz Athlon CPU. 

Tablee 5.2 lists measured numbers of basic interval operations. Note that 
forr approach lb, there are two versions of the division and addition operations: 
onee for integer intervals, and one for intervals of reals of which the bounds are 
rationall  numbers (marked Q). Columns multl and multF list the numbers of 
multiplicationss of two integer intervals, and of an integer interval and an integer 
factor,, respectively. These are different operations in our implementation. 

Forr the cubes, opt, and sumprod problems, the constraints are already in 
simplee form, so approaches la, lb and 2b are identical. For cubes and opt all 
nonlinearr terms involve a single multiplication or exponentiation, so for these 
experimentss also approaches 2a and 3c are the same. For both versions of the 
fractionsfractions problem, and for sumprod, no exponentiations are used, so versions a, 
b,, and c of approach 3 are identical. 

Thee results of these experiments clearly show the disadvantage of implement-
ingg exponentiation by means of multiplication: the search space grows because 
wee increase the number of variable occurrences and lose the information that it 
iss the same number that is being multiplied. For opt and approach 3a, the run 
didd not complete within reasonable time and was aborted. 

Columnss E and I of table 5.1 compare the propagation achieved by our ap-
proachess with two other systems, respectively ECLlPSe Version 5.6 [WNS97] 
usingg the ic library, and ILOG Solver 5.1 [IloOl] using type ILOINT. For this 
purposee we ran the test problems without search, and compared the results of 
constraintt propagation. A mark '=' means that the computed domains are the 
same,, '+' that our approach achieved stronger propagation than the solver that 
wee compare with, and '-' that propagation is weaker. For cubes, ECI/PS6 com-
putess the same domains as those computed according to approach 3b, so here 
thee reduction is stronger than for 3a, but weaker than for the other approaches. 
Forr opt ECL'PS6 and ILOG Solver compute the same domains. These domains 
aree narrower than those computed according to approaches 3a and 3b, but the 
otherr approaches achieve stronger reduction. In all other cases except for kyoto 
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cubes cubes 
1,2b b 

2a,3c c 
3a a 
3b b 

opt opt 
1,2b b 

2a,3c c 
3a a 
3b b 

fractionsfractions 1 
l a a 
l b b 
2a a 
2b b 
3 3 

fractions2 fractions2 
l a a 
l b b 
2a a 
2b b 
3 3 

kyoto kyoto 
l a a 
lb b 
2a a 
2b b 
3a a 
3b b 
3c c 

sumprod sumprod 
1,2b b 

2a a 
3 3 

elapsed d 
nvarr nDRF nodes activated %eff. (sec.) 

55 14 169.755 1,876,192 9.52 9.60 
99 22 169,755 2,237,590 16.28 6.46 

133 34 206,405 3,011,749 20.02 8.46 
133 34 178,781 2,895,717 20.62 8.61 

44 7 115,469 5.187,002 42.16 20.97 
88 15 115,469 9,800,017 60.00 21.47 

100 21 ? ? ? ? 
100 21 5,065,195 156.906,444 46.49 406.39 

99 154 11,289 1,193,579 3.65 16.00 
99 154 7,879 734,980 3.45 17.99 

377 210 11,289 1,410,436 23.27 4.95 
322 200 11,289 1,385,933 21.65 5.41 
433 208 11,131 1,426,204 27.76 5.07 

122 105 2,449 270,843 9.72 0.58 
122 105 989 94,894 9.12 0.55 
200 121 2,449 350,390 22.19 0.48 
155 111 2,449 301,865 17.50 0.46 
222 123 1,525 293,051 27.33 0.41 

55 37 87,085 3,299,814 6.09 21.80 
55 37 87,085 3,288,461 5.94 46.12 

133 53 87,085 3,781.514 23.02 10.73 
122 51 87,085 3,622.461 21.45 11.06 
166 60 87,087 4,276,066 26.70 10.25 
166 60 87,085 4,275,957 26.70 10.34 
166 59 87,085 3.746.532 23.26 9.33 

288 82 230,233 10,910,441 7.91 112.25 
300 86 230,233 9,196,772 9.39 89.37 
544 134 55,385 3.078.649 18.01 26.57 

EE I 

++ = 
++ = 

++ + 
++ + 

== _ 

== = 

++ + 

== = 

Tablee 5.1: Statistics and comparison with other solvers 
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cubes cubes 
1,2b b 

2a,3c c 
3a a 
3b b 

opt opt 
1,2b b 

2a,3c c 
3a a 
3b b 

fractionsfractions 1 
l a a 
l b b 

2a a 
2b b 
3 3 

fractions2 fractions2 
l a a 
lb b 

2a a 
2b b 
3 3 

kyoto kyoto 
l a a 
lb b 

2a a 
2b b 
3a a 
3b b 
3c c 

sumprod sumprod 
1,2b b 

2a a 
3 3 

root t 

1,182 2 
180 0 

0 0 
192 2 

2,299 9 
1,636 6 

? ? 

21,066 6 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

735 5 
735 5 

383 3 
383 3 

0 0 
<0.5 5 

1 1 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

exp p 

4,224 4 
181 1 

0 0 
198 8 

4,599 9 
1,538 8 

? ? 

18,106 6 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

11,041 1 
8,146 6 

759 9 
759 9 

0 0 
<0.5 5 

1 1 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

div v 

0 0 
0 0 

589 9 
384 4 

1,443 3 
2,150 0 

? ? 

54,172 2 

868 8 
51 1 

1,5500 Q 
734 4 
776 6 
693 3 

142 2 
19 9 
655 Q 

124 4 
124 4 
114 4 

1,963 3 
218 8 

4,3100 Q 
1,591 1 
1,597 7 
1,991 1 
1,990 0 
1,554 4 

4,032 2 
2,186 6 

609 9 

multl l 

0 0 
0 0 

438 8 
198 8 

1,444 4 
738 8 

? ? 

18,285 5 

28,916 6 
11,892 2 

933 3 
1,509 9 

339 9 

690 0 
127 7 

149 9 
206 6 
46 6 

13,853 3 
8,955 5 

484 4 
1,360 0 

578 8 
578 8 
484 4 

100,791 1 
27,948 8 

205 5 

multF F 

4,756 6 
4,756 6 
4,927 7 
4,842 2 

11,064 4 
8,138 8 

? ? 

106,652 2 

14,238 8 
8,010 0 

4,736 6 
5,292 2 
4,835 5 

304 4 
59 9 

138 8 
210 0 
142 2 

10,853 3 
12,516 6 

5,324 4 
5,756 6 
5,324 4 
5,324 4 
5,324 4 

85,419 9 
81,728 8 
25,799 9 

sum m 

4,245 5 
4,245 5 
4,363 3 
4,305 5 

5,187 7 
4,445 5 

? ? 

57,470 0 

13,444 4 
6,727 7 
1,3555 Q 
4,669 9 
5,147 7 
4,769 9 

212 2 
26 6 
499 Q 
94 4 

118 8 
101 1 

13,946 6 
10,592 2 
3,2777 Q 
7,504 4 
8,008 8 
7,505 5 
7,504 4 
7,504 4 

149,479 9 
149,479 9 
46,960 0 

total l 

14,408 8 
9,363 3 

10,317 7 
10,121 1 

26,037 7 
18,645 5 

? ? 

275,751 1 

57,466 6 
29,584 4 

11,071 1 
12,725 5 
10,636 6 

1,348 8 
344 4 

505 5 
658 8 
403 3 

52,390 0 
48,749 9 

16,044 4 
17,863 3 
15,398 8 
15,397 7 
14,868 8 

339,721 1 
261,340 0 
73,573 3 

Tablee 5.2: Measured numbers (thousands) of interval operations 
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andd approach lb the results of all three solvers are the same. 
Forr the fractions puzzle, the symbolic manipulation of approach lb reduces the 

searchh tree by a factor 0.70 for the first representation, and by a factor 0.40 for the 
second.. However, this reduction is not reflected in the timings. For fractions 1 the 
elapsedd time even increases. The reason is that computing the domain updates 
involvess adding intervals of real numbers. The arithmetic operations on such 
intervalss are more expensive than their counterparts on integer intervals, because 
thee bounds have to be maintained as rational numbers. Arithmetic operations 
onn rational numbers are more expensive because they involve the computation of 
greatestt common divisors. For kyoto the symbolic manipulation did not reduce 
thee size of the search tree, so the effect is even more severe. 

Inn general, the introduction of auxiliary variables leads to a reduction of the 
numberr of interval operations compared to approach la. The reason is that auxil-
iaryy variables prevent the evaluation of subexpressions that did not change. This 
effectt is strongest for fractionsl, where the main constraint contains a large num-
berr of different power products. Without auxiliary variables all power products 
aree evaluated for every POLYNOMIAL EQUALITY rule defined by this con-
straint,, even those power products the variable domains of which did not change. 
Withh auxiliary variables the intervals for such unmodified terms are available 
immediately,, which leads to a significant reduction of the number of interval mul-
tiplications.. For sumprod, the difference between approaches la and 2a is a bit 
artificial,, because the operations that are saved involve the computation of the 
constantt term C\  cn. A comparable number of interval additions can be saved 
iff  we introduce a variable for the constant term C\ + ... + cn. If we add these 
variabless to the CSP all variants of approaches 1 and 2 are essentially the same. 

Thee effect that stronger reduction is achieved as a result of introducing aux-
iliaryy variables, mentioned in Section 5.7, is seen for both representations of the 
fractionsfractions benchmark, and prominently for sumprod. In the latter case, this effect 
dependss on a decomposition of the term Yl™=l  %i as X\  (x2  {xn-\  xn)...)), 
withh an auxiliary variable per pair of brackets. The decomposition then matches 
thee chronological ordering used to select the variable for branching. If the order-
ingg is reversed, the number of nodes is equal to that of the other approaches. The 
effectt described in Section 5.6 is not demonstrated by these experiments. 

Iff  we do not consider the symbolic manipulation of approach lb, then ap-
proachh 3c leads to the smallest total number of interval operations in all cases, 
butt the scheduling mechanism discussed in Section 5.9 is essential for a consistent 
goodd performance. If for example the schedule is omitted for opt, the number of 
intervall  operations almost triples, and performance of approach 2a and 3c is then 
muchh worse than that of approach la. 

Thee total numbers of interval operations in table 5.2 do not fully explain all 
differencess in elapsed times. One of the reasons is that different interval operations 
havee different costs. Also some overhead is involved in applying a DRF, so if the 
numberr of applications differs significantly for two experiments, this influences 
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thee elapsed times as well (opt, la, 2a, fractions2, 2a, 2b). The elapsed times 
aree not the only measure that is subject to implementation details. For example, 
wee implemented division by a constant interval [—1.- — 1] as multiplication by a 
constant,, which is more efficient in our implementation. Such decisions are also 
reflectedd in the numbers reported in table 5.2. 

5.111 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter we discussed a number of approaches to constraint propagation for 
arithmeticc constraints on integer intervals. To assess them we implemented them 
usingg the OpenSolver framework, and compared their performance on a number 
off  benchmark problems. We can conclude that: 

 Implementation of exponentiation by multiplication gives weak reduction. 
Inn our third approach x = yn should be used as an atomic constraint. 

 The optimization of the first approach, where common powers of variables 
aree divided out, can significantly reduce the size of the search tree, but 
thee resulting reduction steps rely heavily on the division and addition of 
rationall  numbers. These operations are more expensive than their integer 
counterparts,, because they involve the computation of greatest common 
divisors.. As a result, our implementation of this approach was inefficient. 

 Introducing auxiliary variables can be beneficial in two ways: it may strength-
enn the propagation, as discussed in Sections 5.6 and 5.7, and it may prevent 
thee evaluation of subexpressions the variable domains of which did not 
change. . 

 As a result, given a proper scheduling of the rules, the second and third 
approachh perform better than the first approach without the optimization, 
inn terms of numbers of interval operations. Actual performance depends on 
manyy implementation aspects. However for our test problems the perfor-
mancee of variants 2a, 2b and 3c does not differ much, except for one case 
wheree the decomposition of a single multiplication of all variables signifi-
cantlyy reduced the size of the search tree. 

Becausee of the inherent simplicity of the reduction rules and the potential 
additionall  reduction of the search tree, approach 3c is our method of choice. 
Wee decompose polynomial constraints into multiplication, exponentiation, and 
linearr constraints. A hierarchical scheduling of the resulting reduction rules is 
essentiall  for improving the performance of approach la. As we noted at the 
endd of Section 5.9.2, it may be possible to improve the performance further by 
treatingg the decomposition into atomic constraints as an optimization problem, 
minimizingg the number of auxiliary variables. 
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Givenn that approach l b can achieve a significant reduction of the search tree, 
i tt would be interesting to combine it with approach 3c. Depending on the effect 
off  the symbolic manipulation, a selection of the optimized rules that enforce a 
particularr constraint according to approach l b could be used as redundant rules. 
Inn this case, the internal computations need not be precise, and we could main-
tainn the rational bounds as floating-point numbers, thus avoiding the expensive 
computationn of greatest common divisors. 

Notee that our characterization of the third approach is limited to version 3a. 
AA characterization of the linear equality constraints can be found, for example, 
inn [Apt03], but the atomic constraint x — yn is not covered. Also a proper 
characterizationn of the first and second approach may help us formalize the im-
provedd reduction observed in Sections 5.6 and 5.7. Because of the lengthy proofs 
involved,, we have left this as an opportunity for future work. 

Wee would like to point out that the operators studied in this chapter are 
similarr to those for enforcing hull consistency, which we discussed in Section 4.5 
forr floating-point intervals. In Chapter 7 we wil l implement a stronger notion of 
consistencyy called box consistency, and apply this both to floating-point inter-
valss and integer intervals. The operators for enforcing box consistency wil l be 
composedd from the facilities introduced here and in Section 4.5, plus a generic 
operatorr for nested search. 

Soo far we have only seen examples of constraint solvers on a single domain 
type.. In the next chapter we wil l study a hybrid solver, where some of the facilities 
introducedd here, namely those for optimization, are combined with reduction 
operatorss on special-purpose domain types. 


